A More Secure and Cost-Effective Replacement for Modems
Abstract

For companies, service organizations and government agencies that desire a more reliable, secure and less expensive alternative to conventional modem systems, Lantronix has developed the Secure Console Server™ console for remote IT troubleshooting.

With IT equipment spread over a large geographic area, organizations with large IT infrastructures can benefit greatly from a centralized management solution rather than relying upon IT staff housed in diverse offsite locations. While conventional modems can be used to provide some of the needed connections for centralized access, they can be problematic in that they lack critical attributes to ensure reliability, security, ease of use and cost effectiveness.

This application note illustrates how the Lantronix SCS400 console server can be efficiently used as a higher quality, more reliable and more secure alternative to costly dedicated modem phone lines. This application note also provides information on how the SCS400 can improve network troubleshooting and administration by enabling users to respond to local and remote IT incidents quickly. Specific benefits and uses of the SCS400 will be discussed, as will general design guidelines for utilizing this powerful product most effectively.

Product Overview

The SCS400 is a network device with Ethernet ports and a TCP/IP protocol stack that provides remote access to IT and telecom equipment. It can initiate a connection from a serial port to an IP address and is capable of mimicking the behavior of a modem. With its “modem emulation mode” and unique dial back capability, the SCS400 offers several communications solutions that create network functionality, including the ability to manage legacy equipment in an IP environment.

With the SCS400’s “modem emulation mode” the serial ports on the SCS400 behave like a modem by responding to AT commands. On a normal modem, an ATDT, followed by a phone number, instructs the modem to dial that number. On the SCS400 in modem emulation mode, an ATDT, followed by an IP address, instructs the SCS400 to open a TCP/IP connection to that IP address. To maintain compatibility with modem dialing programs, IP addresses are expressed using twelve digits without “dots” (for example, ATDT192168001001). IP destination ports can be expressed using a comma, which is commonly supported by modem dialers to insert pauses in a dial sequence, such as ATDT192168001001,3001.

In addition the SCS400 offers the flexibility of in-band and out-of-band management capabilities, depending on customer needs and configurations. System administrators benefit from the ability to rectify local and remote IT problems more quickly by leveraging their existing IP network or a modem connection.

The SCS400 also features a number of security benefits that ensure the integrity of equipment and data including strong encryption, authentication and the “break safe” features of Sun Solaris. Regardless of target market or industry, this device is ideal for remotely troubleshooting IT issues by linking to the hub, telecom switch and CPU at the site of the problem.
Application Examples-

Scenario 1: Modem Replacement

Consolidating multiple managed devices through a single IP based network in order to eliminate the need for dedicated modem lines.

In this example, the customer’s network would likely still employ a phone line and modem for remote connections. But rather than one phone and modem required for each managed device, all devices are managed though the same phone line and modem.

With this application, a customer has a device that is only capable of remote communication using a modem, with a serial interface that is programmed to configure, dial, and answer a modem using AT commands. The SCS400 offers a solution that mimics a modem on the serial side, but transfers data over a common medium, in this case an Ethernet network.

The general layout for this type of application would be:

However, there are variations that sometimes exist in this environment. One is a case where the SCS400 uses an internal or external modem to dial the Internet, basically serving as the router for its side of the connection. The layout in this scenario would be:

In another such scenario, the SCS400 is dialed by the client (either dial-in or dial-back). This same physical setup can be used to make a modem emulation session on the serial port of the SCS400 and trigger it to dial the host using a routing table. The layout for this would be:

There are further permutations of this setup that can use these functions. However, to understand them at a generic level, one must consider the following functions separately.
a. Without Modem Emulation

The “WAN” in the above scenario constitutes any method available to link networks, whether it be two routers over a dial-up, a VPN connection over DSL, ATM or T1.

The result of the above example is that the cost of maintaining a phone line for each device is eliminated. In its place is a device, the SCS400, which uses the network. The difference is that the network is generally already in place for other purposes such as file sharing, printing, Internet access, etc. So instead of legacy devices causing additional costs in phone lines, they are simply another device utilizing the network.

b. With Modem Emulation

Scenario 2: Device Management

Centralized device management from a support location for remote IT troubleshooting.

In this example, the IT professional Telnets from the server to the SCS400 by providing either the modem name or address. The router then makes a call over its modem to the modem at the necessary adjacent site. The support modem calls the other facility’s modem and establishes a connection between the router and the SCS400.
Once user authentication is established, the SCS400 then instructs the other facility’s modem to hang up the call and dial back to the support modem using a pre-stored phone number. The facility’s modem dials the support modem and authentication is repeated. Once established, the call then creates a Telnet session over the PPP connection between the server and SCS400. As a result, the IT department can access another facility’s site just as though it was connected locally at the console.

The dial-back capability starts out with a similar scenario to the one mentioned in scenario 1. However, in this case, the purpose of the phone lines is to dial into a device to manage it, where in the modem replacement scenario, the devices are generally dialing out.

In this case, a situation where dial-back might be used would look like this:
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It is important to note that in either of these two scenarios, it is possible for both uses to be performed on the same physical setup, though they are considered distinctly different functions of the SCS400.

**Key Benefits of the SCS400**

**Cost Effectiveness**
Limits number of phone lines and modems required
Through its modem emulation mode and dial-back capabilities, the SCS400 eliminates the need for additional dedicated phone lines and modems, reducing the operating costs associated with traditional IT troubleshooting systems.

**Extends the life of current equipment**
Because of the advanced nature of the SCS400 and its capability to interact on a TCP/IP based network, the life of existing legacy equipment can be extended far beyond a traditional modem system. Organizations can delay the need to upgrade equipment, thereby saving or redirecting IT funds to more critical investment areas.

**Centralized and event management capabilities speed recovery**
The ability to remotely diagnose and correct problems from virtually anywhere via the Internet saves organizations a great deal of time and money and helps ensure critical systems maintain 100 percent uptime. Addressing a problem from a central vantage point at the time it occurs eliminates the uncertainties associated with a system spread across geographical locations. Organizations no longer need to rely
upon offsite personnel to communicate, evaluate and rectify situations. Furthermore, the central management allows organizations to better track the history of problems in order to evaluate whether broader corrective measures are needed.

As an added benefit, event logging and email notification further accelerate troubleshooting activity. Event management features help users locate the source of equipment problems and diagnose them quickly. Each serial port can be independently configured to store console messages from attached equipment, then alert a network manager of a potential issue by email over the network or through an alternate modem connection. Upon notification, network managers can easily review the stored console messages to determine the root of the problem.

**Enhanced Security**

*Wider range of security offerings*

This secure console server ensures the integrity of customer data and equipment by incorporating robust security protocols. Authentication limits access to authorized users only, via login and password (typically determined by username), modem dial back, PAP/CHAP, Radius, Kerberos or SecureID. Stored user profiles help restrict access to equipment and services as necessary, while Secure Shell (SSH) safeguards login passwords and in-transit data through encryption. SSH is an extremely important protocol that maintains overall network security through strict authentication for protection against intruders as well as symmetric encryption to protect transmission of dangerous packets.

**Reliability and Ease of Use**

*More options to access equipment*

Accessibility to all types of equipment is available via both in-band management (Ethernet) for convenient access over IP networks, and out-of-band management using a local terminal or modem. The SCS400 features a configurable menu system by which the user can select specific remote equipment to access quickly and easily based on descriptions customized by the organization. For example, menus can be organized by equipment location and name or configured specifically for each user, limiting access to equipment.

*Centralized management improves troubleshooting success rate and convenience*

The centralized approach saves time by enabling organizations to more effectively allocate resources. The result is an IT staff and resource pool that is better focused and more efficient. In addition, SCS400’s system supports the immediate resolution of problems, which reduces lag time and improves the overall performance of IT troubleshooting.

*Limited space requirements*

The physical dimensions of the SCS400 are significantly less than that of a modem system.

**Features:**

**Interfaces:**
- Ethernet 10-BaseT/100Base-TX RJ45
- Serial Speed: 300bps to 230bps
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- Four RS-232 connectors (DB9 male, DTE)
- PCMCIA Type I and II PC Card -- supports wireless, modems and storage cards.
- RTS, CTS, DSR, DCD, and DTR modem control
- Flow control via XON/XOFF, hardware or none

CPU/Memory requirements:
- 32-bit processor
- 2MB Flash
- 4MB RAM

Power requirements:
- 9-30 VDC
- 0.184A at 12VDC
- AC adapter

Operating environment requirements:
- 5-50 degrees Celsius/41-122 degrees Fahrenheit